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SUMMARY
The Special Operations Field Team designated 
BAD COMPANY was formed in the aftermath of 
the destruction of the Chicago safehouse. In 
response to concerns raised about the 
unreliability of magickal operatives, BAD 
COMPANY was one of a number of teams formed 
entirely of mundane, but highly-trained, 
field operatives in the hope of improving 
operative loyalty and reliability.  
Subsequent events have proven this theory to 
be in error. Despite their lauded mission 
record (including directly saving the life 
of Alex Abel on one occasion – see 
operational file T-17891), it is now clear 
that BAD COMPANY has gone rogue and has been 
operating against the interests of TNI for 
some time. 

INCIDENT REPORT AND 
PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT
In short, the team used an authorised front 
company (a PMC established by David and 
Cooper called SMITH AND SMITH) to 
misappropriate shipments of TNI weapons and 
equipment for private use and resale. They 
are also suspected to be responsible for 
distribution of a classified TNI N.O.C. 
list. 
The BAD COMPANY team overplayed their hand 
when they attempted to gain remote access to 
the TNI Forecasting server (see project file 
MANA) The team triggered the local MAILER-
DAEMON defences during their attempted break-
in and escaped the field team sent to bring 
them in. Their access to the server was 
brief and minimal data was compromised. They 
have subsequently gone underground. 
Their details and areas of specialisation 
are briefly summarized below (see personnel 
files for more detail)
MATT BLANCO – ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE AND 
INTRUSION (Known Alias: Waynne Human): 
Blanco has known proclivities for 
recreational hacking and blackmail. He 
appears to have been instrumental in 
covering up the team’s treachery and his 
mercenary nature and love of the forbidden 
suggest could easily have been convinced to 
participate in such activities. 
BYRON COOPER – DEMOLITIONS AND CLOSE-
QUARTERS BATTLE (Known Alias: Conrad 
Martin): Cooper is known to be 
psychologically unstable, suffering from 

periodic PTSD episodes. This combined with 
his recent facial burns may have contributed 
to his abandonment of TNI. He was in medical 
recovery during many of the team’s 
unauthorised activities, including their 
raid on the Forecasting server. However, 
when he was brought in for questioning, he 
killed the assigned retrieval team and 
escaped.
TROY DAVID – CLOSE COMBAT AND INTERROGATION 
(Known Alias: Warren Russell): David’s 
defection is a particular surprise. His 
psych profile indicates an uncompromising 
ideological framework as opposed to some of 
his more mercenary team members – he is even 
reported to have allowed himself to be shot 
and arrested while in the field to preserve 
the life of a civilian witness. 
However, David has also been noted to have 
maverick tendencies and may have had 
unauthorised contact with various parties to 
conduct personal vendettas without approval.
PAMELA MORRISON – SABOTAGE AND SOCIAL 
ENGINEERING (Known Alias: Lara Davison): 
Morrison was a known terrorist before 
joining TNI, and may simply be returning to 
her roots. Interestingly, her profile 
suggests a particularly strong personal 
loyalty to Abel, though she is reportedly 
skilled at rationalising necessary 
behaviours and may have convinced herself 
that Abel was not directly being harmed by 
the team’s actions. 
GIL GUZMAN – RECONNAISSANCE AND INFILTRATION 
(Known Alias: David Maclay): Guzman is known 
to be highly antisocial, with a tendency 
towards sudden and abrupt changes of 
allegiance if he feels the circumstances 
merit it. He has worked for both Spanish 
Special Forces and Spanish terrorists before 
joining TNI, and has betrayed both sides 
with no apparent remorse. 
MALIK AL-ASSAD – SNIPER AND FIREARMS 
SPECIALIST (Known Alias: Zac Crumley): Al-
Assad has betrayed former employers before, 
having embezzled money from his old 
terrorist cell and their Russian arms-dealer 
compatriots. His profile suggests 
disillusionment with causes and ideals, 
indicating that abandoning TNI was probably 
no great hardship if a better opportunity 
presented itself.
STEVEN TAYLOR – TRANSPORT AND SURVEILLENCE 
(Known Alias: Alastair Pearson): Taylor is a 
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recent addition to the team. He is not 
believed to have been directly involved in 
many of their crimes; however his strong 
sense of personal loyalty to the team (who 
were instrumental in his promotion to C-
clearance) appears to have outweighed his 
loyalty to TNI. He is to be shown no 
leniency if encountered.

SUBSEQUENT INVESTIGATION
The team officially went off the grid in San 
Francisco after their failed attempt to 
compromise TNI servers, presumably to obtain 
data to sell through their SMITH AND SMITH 
contacts. 
None of their TNI cover identities have 
subsequently been used, and the trackers 
implanted in the team members appear to have 
been surgically removed before their 
disappearance, suggesting an element of 
premeditation. They were later recovered 
from a civilian vehicle where they had 
apparently been planted. 
They appear to have done a brief freelance 
mercenary job in Mexico to raise funds to 
leave the country. Use of improvised 
explosives to destroy a civilian yacht is 
consistent with Morrison’s background, and 
the timeline fits. We have been unable to 
identify their employer or motives. 

Subsequently, they are believed to have left 
the country with their available funds, 
presumably having arranged new identities 
through alternate contacts. The most likely 
source of these documents is one Daniel 
Webbing in Los Angeles, who was a known 
associate of the team and was found dead 
shortly before their disappearance. 

PRIORITY ONE INTELLIGENCE UPDATE
New intelligence has been received from our 
London assets – Pamela Morrison reportedly 
contacted a local Bibliomancer, Sir Richard 
Hall, to request a divination spell. Hall 
was paid by an anonymous delivery of rare 
books. Hall subsequently informed TNI of the 
contact. 
The divination question asked by Morrison 
was: “Is Rita Williams in LA and still 
alive?” 
The answer was “Yes.” 
This intelligence suggests that the BAD 
COMPANY team may be back in America and 
active in the Los Angeles area.  This is to 
be investigated.  Team designated “THE HIT 
SQUAD” and support teams to be deployed on 
receipt of verifiable intel confirming their 
location.
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